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function defined like this:
$(document).on('click','.faq',function(){ var

$this = $(this), questionNumber =
$this.data('question-number'); $.getJSON('/ques
tions/'+questionNumber).done(function(data){

$this.hide(); if(data.type ==='success'){
$('#faq_'+questionNumber).empty();

$('#faq_'+questionNumber).append(data.html);
} }); }); This works and $.getJSON() fetches the
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data just fine - but there are sometimes 300+
questions on the page, so it would be REALLY

beneficial if the page only refreshed when
necessary. I have tried to add a "refresh" button
next to the faq list, but it doesn't work like that.

So how to make the page only update when
there is new data and not re-fetch the data
everytime something changes? I also really

appreciate if anyone could give any advice on
what is a more efficient way to achieve this,

instead of $.getJSON() fetching a lot of data and
the same functions all the time. Many thanks!

A: No. I have a lot of enemies in the jQuery
community. Define a refresh button (or any

other semantic element) and bind an action to
it. $(".refresh").click(function() { $(".someOther
Element").load("someplace/somefile.html"); });
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But, then you have to re-wire your events, your
logic, and all that jazz when you make

modifications, and there isn't much you can do
about it. If you find yourself having to do this all

the time and have no other option, then you
probably shouldn't be using AJ
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